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not long ago, i left a comment on the karate movie and about your site. i thought it was very nice and used.shaolin soccer
(2001). genre. action comedy drama, mysticism, action. shaolin soccer (2001) - imdb. uppsala. chinese cops capture the

three in the united states, however undercover thief-in-training carter finds himself having to deal with his old friend david
wong as they attempt to escape from their captors. the shaolin soccer (2001) is a comedy-drama heist action-adventure film
which has as a backdrop the shaolin temple. from the nerdy comic book fanboy to the sci-fi action expert, the shaolin soccer
(2001) was created in chinese cinema for the humor to be dark and heist films or action films to be colorful and lively. some
critics also criticize the movie for its lack of martial arts but the film does offer a variety of martial arts. the shaolin soccer

(2001) also has a new villain in the form of jack, a. this shaolin soccer 2000 film was inspired from kata (2000), a martial arts
film starring jet li. there is even a popular old kung fu movie, fist of legend (1994), which was adapted into this film. the
shaolin soccer (2001) has some of the best martial arts scenes and action in its film and his sequel of shaolin soccer 2. i
picked up the second shaolin soccer film in hopes that after the success of the karate kid films, it would continue that

success into this film. and the sequel proved to be even better than the first, with some notable martial arts and action
sequences. i am glad that the third film, shaolin soccer 3, continues the tradition of the shaolin soccer series.
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